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Abstract
Component-based technology has become the preferred way of producing high quality software systems fast and with
less effort. However, component development while offering modularity, introduces a number of dependencies between
the different interacting classes, making class dependencies a critical factor in the achievement and performance of com-
ponent evolution and further component-based system. In this paper, we look at managing class dependencies as the ﬁrst
step towards achieving online, dynamic component evolution. Towards that, we propose a new architecture, CGC, that
provides (1) the isolation of class behavior and class interaction; and (2) a hierarchical class dependency graph. For com-
ponent evolution, this architecture offers: (1) fast search capability to discover all affected classes for a given change; (2)
reduction of the result set of affected classes; and (3) minimization of the update process. Another key advantage of our
architecture is that its base implementation requires no additional constructs to be added to current existing programming
languages. In this paper, we provide an overview of the CGC architecture, an evaluation of its performance compared to
other architectures that have been proposed in literature, and a prototype implementation using current Java technology
and JML.
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1 Introduction
Current trends show that component-based software technology has become the preferred way of producing software sys-
tems fast and with less effort, while maintaining high quality [9, 11]. However, it has been observed that after deployment,
software systems typically enter a phase of evolution that can last many years. This period is the longest and perhaps the
most expensivephase of a system’s life cycle [18, 20], with its costs likely to exceed the ﬁrst developmentcosts by a factor
of 3 or 4 [18]. The software evolution problem is aggravated further in component-based software systems, where inter-
nally a component, conforming to component models [2] such as JavaBean, COM, and CORBA, are often implemented
by multiple classes [16, 6]. This behavior distribution can result in many implicit class dependencies, making it less likely
that a class can work without the support of other classes within a component. This dependency among classes becomes a
critical factor when a class internal to a component needs to be upgraded to (1) correct faults; (2) enhance functionalities;
and (3) adapt to new environments [14, 18].
Currently, componentevolution is performedmanually by ﬁrst discoveringall classes affected by a given class change,
and then propagating the appropriate change to all affected classes. Searching for all affected classes requires tracing
all interactions from all classes in a component, to the now changed class. Here, a search typically implies searching
of the actual class code. This searching is tedious, time-consuming, error-prone and hence an expensive process. For
large components, this process alone can render component-based systems unavailable for long periods of times. Clearly,
this is unacceptable for mission-critical software systems such as air trafﬁc control and banking systems that cannot be
taken off-line. A faster and less labor-intensive search is needed to facilitate faster online component evolution and further
component-basedsoftware evolution [13, 14].Class dependency has been recognized as a major deterrent in achieving faster searches for affected classes, and hence
for achieving better performance for component evolution. Several approaches have been proposed to reduce class de-
pendencies, and in some cases to also make class dependencies explicit. Examples of such approaches include Interface
Connection Architecture (ICA) [4] and Mediator Pattern (MP) [3, 7]. ICA speciﬁes explicit class dependencies via in-
terfaces. Searching for affected classes in this architecture requires examination of the interfaces only (as opposed to
examination of code). However, ICA requires additional constructs to be introduced in current programming languages to
enable its implementation, thereby limiting its applicability in current systems. MP architecture introduces mediators re-
spectively, to governthe interaction between classes. Mediators reduce inter-class dependencies,but do little to make class
dependencies explicit. As a result, class dependencies are still embedded in code requiring time intensive and laborious
examination of code to discover affected classes. Moreover, the dependency among classes in these three approaches is
provided at class-level.
This paper addresses the deﬁciency of the previous approaches and focuses on the ﬁne-grain level of components,
providing a hierarchical class dependency graph to reduce the search space for affected classes. To achieve this, we
introduce architectural concepts that provide (1) isolation of class behavior from class interaction; and (2) explicit class
dependency. To isolate behavior and interaction, we split the traditional class into a core-class, and a gateway. The core-
class encapsulates the class’s local behavior, while the gateway encapsulates the interaction between the classes. The class
dependencyis nowbrokenintoa core-classto gatewaydependencyandagatewayto gatewaydependency. Thisbreakdown
of a class by behavior and interaction has several beneﬁts namely, (1) local change in the core-classs that does not affect
other core-classes is contained in the core-class; and (2) dependencies for non-local changes are easily found via gateway
to gateway dependencies. However, it is possible that using these dependencies alone, the class may be speciﬁed to be an
affected class when in fact the class is not. This is especially true when the granularity of the class change is at the method
level. For this, we further reﬁne the core-class to gateway and gateway to gateway dependencies by introducing contracts
that providean additional level of dependencyfor methods. This new method-level dependencyallows the ﬁltering of false
positives, in terms of the affected classes, found by a search using only class-level dependency.
To effectively parallel our new architectural concepts at the implementation level, we show in this paper how the class
and the interface constructs of current Java technology [5] can be utilized to achieve the core-class and gateway concepts.
In particular we show how Java can provide the (1) interfaces for core-classes; (2) interfaces for gateways; and (3) class
dependencies that are embedded in these interfaces. We also show how tools such as JML (Java Modeling Language) [10]
can be used to validate the conformance of the implementation with the speciﬁcation supplied at the architecture level.
To summarize, our work makes the following contributions:
• The proposal of the CGC (core-Class::Gateway::Contract)Architecture. This architecture offers a precise plan for
(1) predicting component behavior before a component is built; (2) guiding the development of a component; and
(3) predicting the modiﬁcation when a component is changed.
• The implementation of CGC architecture using current Java technology and JML.
The rest of paperis organizedas follows. Section 2 presents our runningexample. The next two sections, Section 3 and
4, describe the CGC architecture. In particular, Section 3 introduces the architectural concepts, core-class and gateway,
to represent the class-level dependency; and Section 4 introduces contracts for methods to represent the method-level
dependency. Section 5 reports a performance comparison of CGC with OCA, the current class architecture, and the
previously proposed approach, MP. Section 6 surveys related literature. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Working Example
In this section, we present a Student Registration System (SRS) [1] as an example to illustrate the key concepts of CGC
throughout the rest of this paper. Figure 1 illustrates the class dependencies among four classes: Student, Course,
Section, and Transcript, using Object Connection Architecture (OCA) [4]. OCA, implemented in many current
programming languages such as Java, provides interfaces that specify the signature of all provided features and a set of
modules. Class interaction is typically embedded in class source code as depicted by dashed lines in Figure 1. Consider
2an enrollment component that provides the interface to allow a student to enroll for a section. This functionality is mainly
responsible by the enroll() method of class Section. The enroll() method enrolls a student into the section of a course
if the student (1) is not currently registered for this section; (2) has never registered for this course or has failed this
course; (3) has passed all prerequisites for this course; and (4) there is seat available. To achieve the enroll behavior, class
Section must interact with three classes: Course, Student and Transcript as shown in Figure 1. For example,
to verify whether a student is currently enrolled in this section, Section must interact with Student by sending the
message isEnrolledIn() to Student as shown in the sequence diagram [8] (Figure 2). Note here that all class interactions
are embedded in the class code and the dependencies between classes are considered to be implicit.
Student
Course
Section
Transcript
Class
A B A interacts with B
Interface
Method signature
Method implemenatation
Figure 1: The Class Dependency of the enroll() method on OCA
: Section : Student
user
enroll (Student)
isEnrolledIn (Section)
<< True/False >>
A B A sends message to B
A B A returns result to B
class
Figure 2: The Sequence Diagram on OCA
Based on this example, in the rest of the paper we show how class dependencies can be made explicit and also reduced
from class to class dependency to core-class to gateway dependency and gateway to gateway dependency.
3 Class-Level Dependency
Classes, deﬁned using current speciﬁcations such as the Java speciﬁcation, include both behavior as well as interaction
between classes as an integral part of the class’s deﬁnition [9, 19]. When a class interacts with other classes, it is implicit
that its behavior is not complete within itself, i.e., it is not complete without interacting with other classes. The class is
thus said to be dependent on other classes. We term this the class-level dependency. Based on previous approaches, we
recognize that reducing the tight coupling of behavior and interaction in a class is critical for reducing class dependencies.
Moreover, to facilitate easy discovery of affected classes, it is important to make explicit the dependency between classes.
In this section, we address these two issues by proposing an architecture that (1) isolates the class behavior from the class
interaction; and (2) explicitly captures class dependencies. We then show how these concepts can be implemented in Java.
3.1 Isolation of Behavior and Interaction
Figure3(a)illustratesthetraditionalclassarchitectureasimplementedinJava. Figure3(b)illustratesthecore-Class::Gateway
architecture where the traditional class architecture is separated by class behavior and class interaction. We now introduce
two distinct terms: core-class and gateway. Core-class encapsulates the class behavior while gateway encapsulates the
class interactions. Let T be traditional class, C be core-class, and G be gateway. Let dmt and dmc denote the data members
of T and C respectively. Let mt, mc and mg be methods of T, C and G respectively. In addition, b denotes behavior; i
interaction; and msg the message. Based on these, we present the deﬁnition of traditional class, core-class and gateway
as shown in Figure 4. Here the key difference is that in the traditional class architecture a class T i interacts directly with
another class Tj. In the core-Class::Gateway architecture, there is now a layer of indirection that is introduced by the
gateway. Hence, the msgi is sent from core-class Ci to gateway Gi which then routes msgi to the gateway Gj of the class
Cj.
The core-class thus completes its behavior not by interacting directly with other core-classes, but rather by interacting
through its gateway (by sending messages to its gateway). For example, instead of class Section sending the message
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Figure 3: Isolation of class behavior and class interaction
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Figure 4: Deﬁnition of Traditional class, Core-class, and Gateway
isEnrolledIn() to class Student, core-class Section will now send the message to its gateway, SectionGateway.
GatewaySectionGatewaythenisinchargeofroutingthemessagetocore-classStudentviagatewayStudentGateway
as shown by the sequence diagram in Figure 5. The gateway serves two purposes, namely, it is the communicator through
which other core-classes interact with its core-class, and through which its core-class communicates with other core-
classes. Thus the gateway provides a list of not only the provided features, methods that its core-class provides, but also a
list of used features, methods that are used by its core-class. The gateway, thus, effectively provides a wrapper for every
external method, method in another core-class that is used by its core-class. Moreover, by virtue of providing a list of used
and provided features, the gateway makes explicit the class to class dependency, eliminating the need for expensive code
searches typically involved in discovering affected classes. A point to note, there is no gateway between a superclass and
its subclasses as an object of a subclass can be treated as an object of its superclass [5].
Figure 6 illustrates an architectural view of the example given in Figure 1. Here, we introduce four gateways namely,
StudentGateway,CourseGateway,SectionGatewayandTranscriptGatewayforclassesStudent,Course,
Section and Transcript respectively. These classes now represent core-classes and hence provide only the class be-
havior. All interactions between core-classes are done via gateways. The class-level dependency is therefore now reduced
from class to class dependency to core-class to gateway dependency and gateway to gateway dependency. As can be seen
in the ﬁgure, all dependencies are captured at gateways.
: Section : Student
user
enroll (student)
isEnrolledIn (section)
<< True/False >>
<< True/False >>
: SectionGateway : StudentGateway
isEnrolledIn (section)
isEnrolledIn (section)
<< True/False >>
A B A sends message to B
A B A returns result to B
class
Figure 5: The Sequence Diagram on CGC
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Figure 6: The Class-level Dependency of the enroll() method on
CGC
3.2 Implementing with JAVA
One of the goals of our work is to remain within current capabilities of programming languages in the implementation
phase. We next show how we use the Java programming language to implement Core-class::Gateway Architecture for
the example introduced in Section 2. As behavior and interaction of a class are now separated into core-class and gate-
4way respectively, each core-class and gateway needs to have a separate implementation. We use the class construct to
implement both the core-class and the gateway, and the interface construct to specify the provided and the used method
signatures for both the core-class and the gateway. To provide a complete implementation of the Section class, we must
provide the following: (1) SecInterface.java to deﬁne all provided method signatures for the core-class Section; (2)
Section.javato implementlocal behaviorandall core-class interactionsthat are boundedby SectionGateway;(3)
SecGateInterface.javato deﬁneall providedandusedmethodsignaturesforthegatewaySectionGateway;and(4)Sec-
tionGateway.java to implement the interaction between core-class Section and other core-classes via their gateways. A
fragmentof the codeforthe core-classandgatewayare shownin Figure7(a)and (b)respectively. Here, the enroll()method
of Section interacts with the isEnrolledIn() of Student by sending a message isEnrolledIn() to SectionGateway.
SectionGateway then sends a message isEnrolledIn() to StudentGateway which in-turn sends the message to its
core-class Student. All methods in a core-class are implemented as usual with the exception that a core-class has no
knowledge about other core-classes and hence all messages to other core-classes are routed via its gateway. In our im-
plementation, we have chosen to provide one gateway for all instantiation of the core-class. This decision is based on the
logic that the gateway does not capture any state information but simply serves as a router. For this reason, methods in a
gateway are deﬁned as static methods. A point to note, there are no real restrictions that are imposed on direct core-class
to core-class interactions. A construct such as friend construct in C++ can be utilized to enforce and hence restrict direct
interactions between core-classes. This would require an extension to the current Java speciﬁcation. We do not discuss this
point in this paper.
Class  Section {
     public  int enroll (Object sObj)  {
          - calls SectionGateway.isEnrolledIn (sObj, this)
          - ...
     }
}
Class  SectionGateway {
     public  static  boolean isEnrolledIn (Object sObj, Section sec)  {
          - calls StudentGateway.isEnrolledIn (sObj, (Object) sec)
          - ...
     }
}
Class  Student {
     public boolean  isEnrolledIn (Object secObj)  {
     }
}
Class  StudentGateway {
     public  static  boolean isEnrolledIn (Object sObj, Object secObj)  {
          - calls (Student) sObj.isEnrolledIn (secObj)
          - ...
     }
}
(a) (b)
Figure 7: The implementation of the core-class and the gateway
4 Method-Level Dependency
The most frequent type of component evolution occurs at the ﬁne-grained level, which is at the level of data members and
methods of a class. In a class environment, often a method (class method) m i in class ci cannot complete its behavior
without interacting with some other method(s) mj in some other class(es) cj. Here, we say that method mi is dependent on
method mj. We term this the method-level dependency. Typically, a class ci will interact with some but not all methods
of a class. Taking only the class-level dependency into account may falsely identify classes to which an update must be
propagated. Consider the class-level dependency shown in Figure 6. All three core-classes: Student, Section, and
Transcript, interact with core-class Course. Now consider that the getCourseName() method in core-class Course
is renamed. With only class-level dependency, all three core-classes are considered to be affected. Intuitively, we can
observe that only one core-class, Student, should be affected as only its method displayCourseSchedule() interacts with
the getCourseName() method . Thus, to further reduce the result set of affected classes, we now deﬁne a new explicit level
of dependency, method-level dependency, that captures the dependency between the methods of two or more classes. The
method-level dependency represents both direct and indirect method dependencies. Consider the scenario that a method
mi in class ci interacts with a method mj in class cj which in turn interacts with a method mk in class ck. This implies that
the method mj directly interacts with a method mk, while method mi indirectly interacts with a method mk. A modiﬁcation
to method mk affects not only a class cj but also a class ci. Therefore, all affected classes must be discovered by not
5only the direct but also the indirect method dependencies. In general, class-level dependency alone can be considered for
evolution operations such as class addition and class removal, while method-level dependency must also be considered for
class modiﬁcation operations such as addition, deletion, and renaming of data members and methods.
In this section, we now show how our core-Class::Gateway architecture can be extended using contracts to support
method-level dependencyand thus provide a reﬁnement to class dependencies as well as explicitly capture class dependen-
cies at interface level. We then show how contracts can be implemented in Java and JML.
4.1 Contracts
Enhancing the syntactic information with semantic information (speciﬁcation) is a useful way of expressing the intent
of the interface provider, and enabling developers to have all information necessary for the correct and effective use of
methods[15]. Moreover,speciﬁcationcanbe usedto trackmethoddependenciesanddeterminetheimpactoftherespective
evolution step [15, 17]. Speciﬁcation can be represented as contract [12] between the supplier of a certain service and the
client of that service. As in [12], we use precondition and postcondition to describe the contract. The precondition deﬁnes
the condition under which a call to a method is legitimate, and the postcondition deﬁnes conditions that must be ensured
by a method on return.
Contracts must be providedfor methods of both core-class and gateway,allowing explicit speciﬁcationof intra-method
dependencies, i.e. dependencies within the class, and inter-method dependencies, i.e. dependencies between classes.
Therefore, core-class explicitly captures dependencies within class and between superclass and subclass, while gateway
explicitly captures dependencies between classes. As an example, consider Figure 8. The enroll() method in core-class
Section interacts with the getRepresentedCourse() method also in core-class Section, and the isEnrolledIn() method
in core-class Student. This interaction is depicted by dashed lines in Figure 8. Contracts, pre- and postconditions,
for the enroll() method of core-class Section and the isEnrolledIn() method of gateways SectionGateway and
StudentGateway are speciﬁed to provide explicit dependencies at the method level. Figure 9 presents the contracts
for the sample methods. All pre- and postconditions are represented using logical statements.
We now introduce a new method clause in the pre- and postconditions to explicitly capture the method interactions.
For all local methods,i.e., methodsofthe core-class itself, the core-classinstance namedoes notneedto bespeciﬁed, while
a full path to the method must be speciﬁed for all other methods, such as super and the gateway’s name. For example,
as indicated in Figure 9, the precondition for the enroll() method has two method clauses, the getRepresentedCourse()
method and the SectionGateway.isEnrolledIn() method. Note that the isEnrolledIn() method must be preceded by the
path to its location. Similarly, the postconditions indicate the results obtained from the different methods with which the
given method interacts. For example, the postcondition StudentGateway.isEnrolledIn() for the isEnrolledIn() method in
gateway SectionGateway indicates the interaction with gateway StudentGateway, and the postcondition (Student)
sObj.isEnrolledIn()for the isEnrolledIn()method in gateway StudentGatewayindicates the interaction with core-class
Student.
4.2 Implementing with Java and JML
From an evolution standpoint, the speciﬁcations, i.e. contracts, offer another level of dependency which can now ﬁlter
out the false positives in terms of the classes to which a change may have to be propagated. From a practical standpoint,
however, the usefulness of contracts is limited without some form of veriﬁcation of the contracts. JML 1 [10] is a tool,
written in Java for Java, to verify the conformance of the implementation to the speciﬁcation provided for each method
signature in an interface. JML providesboth static and run-time checking. JML currently supports checks for the existence
of the variable type in speciﬁcation, binding of variables between speciﬁcations and implementation,and can also generate
run-time code to support run-time checking. Currently, however, the run-time checking is limited to parameter checking in
preconditions only.
In our work, we use JML at the implementation level to verify the conformance of the implementation to the contracts
embedded in the interfaces of both core-class and gateway. As can be seen in Figure 8, all dependencies are captured at
1JML stands for ”Java Modeling Language”. JML [10] is a behavioral interface speciﬁcation tailored to Java and developed by Iowa State University.
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Figure 8: CGC Architecture showing the interface and implemen-
tation for core-classes and gateways. The upper-level represents the
interfaces, and the lower-level represents the implementation.
Interface  Section {
method enroll
precondition   :   sObj is Object && exist getRepresentedCourse() &&
          exist SectionGateway.isEnrolledIn()
postcondition :   result == PREVIOUSLY_ENROLLED ||
          result == SUCCESSFULLY\_ENROLLED
}
Interface SectionGateway {
method isEnrolledIn
precondition   :  sObj is Object && sec is Section &&
         exist StudentGatway.isEnrolledIn()
postcondition :  result == StudentGatway.isEnrolledIn(sObj,(Object) sec)
}
Interface StudentGateway {
method isEnrolledIn
precondition   :  sObj is Section && sec is Object
postcondition :  result == (Student) sObj.isEnrolledIn(sObj,(Object) sec)
}
Figure 9: Contract : pre- and postconditions
the interface level and in Figure 9, all contracts are deﬁned via interfaces. However, only partial veriﬁcation can be done
as JML does not support the method clause as introduced here for specifying class dependencies.
5 Performance
The CGC architecture provides improved searching of dependent classes and methods, using the two-levels of depen-
dencies as introduced earlier in this paper. In providing these explicit levels of dependencies, our architecture however,
introduces a level of indirection. That is, rather than having direct class to class communication(current Java architecture),
we now have core-class to gateway, gateway to gateway, and gateway to core-class communications. In this section, we
explore (1) the performance of the introduced indirection in our architecture; and (2) the beneﬁts of this architecture for
the reduction of the search space of dependent classes.
5.1 Runtime Performance
We compare the runtime performance of the CGC architecture with that of the Object Connection Architecture (OCA) [4]
- current Java technology, and Mediator Pattern (MP) [3, 7]. Recall that OCA enables direct interaction between classes,
whileMP introducesmediatorstogovernclass interactions. Thusforninvocationsfromoneclass toanother,CGC requires
3n invocations, while MP requires 2n invocations and OCA requires n invocations.
All experiments were done using OCA, MP, and CGC versions of the same Java program. The Java ﬁles can be
foundat http://www.cs.uml.edu/∼ntansala. The experimentswere conductedon a standalone PC Pentium IV 1.8 GHz, and
132 MB RAM in Microsoft Windows 2000 environment. The load on the machine was kept constant for all runs of the
experiments. As we were primarily interested in the degradation of performance caused by the additional context switch,
the behavior of the method in the experiments was also kept at a constant. No JML runtime checking was used when
runningthe experimentsfor the CGC architecture. Figure 10 summarizes the performanceresults of the three architectures
measured in milliseconds as the number of class invocations was increased. For a typical program where the number
of class invocations is less than 5 or 10 class invocations, it can be noted that the difference in the performance of all
three architectures is negligible. As the number of class invocations was increased, we did see a linear degradation in the
performance of the CGC architecture. However, from a practical standpoint, such a case is highly unlikely.
5.2 Component Evolution Performance
We categorize component evolution into three main types; class addition, class removal, and class modiﬁcation. Class
addition involves the addition of a new class into the component. This new class must typically be integrated into the
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Figure 11: The System Evolution Performance
component, i.e., if it requires interaction with other existing classes or vice versa, then the appropriate actions must be
taken. Class removal involves the deletion of an existing class from the component. This can affect existing classes that
interact with it. Thus, all affected classes must be discovered and the appropriate change must be propagated to all of
these classes. Class modiﬁcationinvolves the addition, deletion, and modiﬁcationof both data members and methods of an
existing class in the system. Method addition and method removal are considered to have the same effect as class addition
and class removalrespectively. Method modiﬁcationmay involvea changeto the method’s behavior,rename of the method
name, or a change to the method’s signature. Changing the method behavior is considered a local change that can be
contained within the class itself, while other changes, such as the rename and signature change, are non-local changes and
can affect other classes requiring interaction with it. Thus, in such a case all affected classes must be searched and the
appropriate change must be propagated to all affected classes.
We compare how these operations are handled in each of the three architectures that we consider here. In this com-
parison, we categorize the search space for affected classes, and the number of changes that must be made under each
architecture. Figure 12 presents the comparison. Based on the search for all affected class, in OCA and MP, all code
must be searched, while searching the interface alone is sufﬁcient in CGC. Based on the number of changes that must be
made, in OCA all affected classes must be changed, while only all affected mediators in MP and all affected gateways in
CGC need to be changed. However, all affected classes in MP and all affected core-classes in CGC must be changed in a
scenario where the signature of a required method is changed. Based on the search and the number of changes provided in
this comparison, we thus evaluate these three architecture on the three difﬁculty levels: easy, medium, and hard as shown
in Figure 11. Here, both the search and the number of changes of OCA are considered to be in the hard category. In MP,
the search is considered hard, while the number of changes is at the medium level. In CGC, the search is easier and hence
categorized at the easy level. The number of changes that must be made are on par with MP.
6 Related Work
Object Connection Architecture (OCA). The object connection architecture [4] provides (1) interfaces that specify the
signature of all provided features; and (2) a set of classes that implement all of the provided features. In this architecture,
both behavior and interaction between classes are embedded in the class code, introducing implicit dependencies between
all classes. From the evolution perspective, all of the class code in a component must be traced to discover all affected
classes for any given change in a class. This is tedious, time-consuming and therefore an expensive process. In CGC, all
gateway interfaces, encapsulatingonly signature and speciﬁcation for interaction purpose, are searched to seek all affected
classes. This thus reduces the search complexity.
Interface Connector Architecture (ICA). The interface connector architecture [4] is similar to OCA with the only dif-
ference being in the provision of an interface that speciﬁes both required features 2 and provided features. All class
2The provided features are similar to the used features in CGC
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Class Removal
Assumption : A class is removed
Search Class codes              Mediator codes   Gateway interfaces
Change Class codes              Mediator codes   Gateway interfaces & codes
Class Modification
Assumption : A method of a class is renamed
Search Class codes              Mediator codes -
Change Class codes              Mediator codes            The gateway interface & code of
  that changed core-class
Assumption : The signature of a method of a class is changed
Search Class codes              Mediator codes   Gateway interfaces
 Class codes
Change Class codes              Mediator codes   Core-class interfaces & codes
 Component codes   Gateway interfaces & codes
Class Addition
Assumption : A new class is integrated to a system
Change Class codes              Class codes              Core-class interfaces & codes
  Mediator codes   Gateway interfaces & codes
Figure 12: The Comparison of Evolution Operations
interactions are speciﬁed via interfaces rather than being embedded in class code alone. From the component evolution
perspective, all interfaces are searched to discover all affected classes based on a single class change, thereby reducing the
time complexityof the search space. The disadvantageof this approachis the introduction of new programmingconstructs
that do not ﬁt in with available programming interfaces and classes. For example, new mechanisms are needed to deﬁne
connections between the required features of one interface and the provided features of another interface, and to allow a
class to use the required features of its own interface. In contrast, while CGC offers this capability, it can be implemented
within the bounds of current programming constructs. Moreover, CGC provides explicit dependencies at method-level via
contracts.
Mediator Pattern (MP). Mediator Pattern [3, 7] is a behavior pattern that helps deﬁne the interaction between classes in a
system andthe system ﬂow. It promotesloose couplingbetweenclasses in a componentbyintroducingmediatorsto govern
the interaction between classes. The mediator thus has knowledge about all classes in a component, while each individual
class does not. From the component evolution perspective, all paths from classes to mediators and the corresponding code
in a component must be searched to discover all affected classes based on a single class change. Thus, MP does not offer
any reduction in the search space, rather it increases the search space.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we focus on class dependencies which are critical for dynamic component evolution to further support
component-based software evolution. A key aspect of component evolution revolves around the search for all affected
classes basedonasinglechange. Ourgoalis toreducethissearchspaceby(1)isolatingclass behaviorandclass interaction,
which are currently encapsulated by a traditional class, into core-class and gateway respectively; and (2) making class
dependencies explicit. In addition, we introduce contracts that are embedded in both the core-class and the gateway,
introducing explicit method-level dependency. By doing so, we implicitly introduce a hierarchy of class dependencies,
class-level and method-level, that allow for more targeted, hence faster searches for all affected classes based on a single
change. Another goal of our work is to achieve this new architecture within the frameworks of current programming
languages. In this paper we have shown how this architecture can be implemented using current Java technology. In
9addition,we have shownhow a tool such as JML can be used to enforcethe contracts fromspeciﬁcation to implementation.
Source code for all examples and a demonstration can be found at http://www.cs.uml.edu/∼ntansala.
This paper offers the tip of the iceberg in terms of solving the problem of software evolution. Future work needs to
focus on providing the taxonomy of changes, and needs to look at how these can be accomplished, as well as a tool to
generate core-classes, gateways, and contracts on the ﬂy to support programmer works based on the component design.
Transparent evolution is another area that should also be investigated as an approach to support other components and
applications during the evolution process.
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